
Elle:  A Modern Cinderella Tale
Grades 6-8

Questions to discuss BEFORE seeing the film:

1)  Who are the key characters in the classic story of Cinderella?  

2) Have you ever associated characters from real life with characters from a movie or book?

3) Has anyone ever tried to sabotage your dreams or desires?

4) Explain how jealousy can be a factor in relationships?

5) Do you think it is fair to deter someone from achieving their dreams, even if you feel it is in their 

best interests?

6) Do you believe anything is possible when you put your mind to it?

7) Is jeopardizing your morals and values worth it; if it gets you what you want?

8) What influence does music have in your life?

Questions to discuss AFTER seeing the film:

1) Do you believe Uncle Allen should have told Elle not to sing after her parents died?  Why or 

why not?

2) At what lengths did the Sensations and Candy Cane go to in order to “make it big”?

3) Did it bother you that Uncle Allen did not recognize the deceit from the Sensations and Candy 

Cane?

4) The heartthrob Ty Parker is tired of lip syncing and canned beats; what does he really want to 

do with his music?

5) What gave Elle the strength to finally sing again?

6) Elle confided in her friend Kit.  How did Kit help Elle get through the obstacles she faced in the 

film?  Have you ever helped a friend through a difficult time?

7) Elle believes that singing is what makes her unique.  What makes you the individual you are?

8) Why do you think authors and film writers choose to recreate the classic fairytale Cinderella 

with their own twist?

9) Write a modern Cinderella Tale of your own.


